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Welcome to Simply Cards!      Volume 1a 

You will receive two emails each month, one every 15 days, each containing two card ideas.  You will get 

a picture of each card with a materials list and complete instructions for the cards shown.   I’m really 

excited to have you in the Simply Cards Club!  It’s such a treat to get card ideas delivered to your inbox. 

 

If you have stamp sets, papers, specific colors or techniques that you would like card ideas for, I would 

love to hear from you!  I love a design challenge! 

I will vary the stamp sets, colors and themes each month to ensure that you have a variety of cards for 

every occasion! 
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You can order your supplies directly through my online Stampin’ Up! store at 

http://stampingimperfection.stampinup.com.   There is also a link on my website at 

http://stampingimperfection.com. 

If you have any questions about the cards, please email me at kim@stampingimperfection.com! 

Card 1:  Summer Silhouettes 

 

Materials used: 

Papers:  Island Indigo card stock #122923, Whisper White card stock #100730 

Stamp Sets:  Summer Silhouettes Stamp Set #126447 (Clear)  #126445 (Wood), Loving Thoughts 

#125845 (Clear) #125843 
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Ink Colors:  Rich Razzleberry #126950, Island Indigo #126986, and Old Olive #126953 

Accessories:  Crumb Cake Ribbon #122966, Snail #104332, Stampin’ Dimensionals #104430 

Instructions:   

1. Cut Island Indigo card stock at 4-1/4 x 11” and score at 5-1/2”.  Cut Island Indigo mat at 2-1/2 x 

3-1/2”.   

2. Cut two Whisper White mats:  one at 2-3/8 x 3” and one at 4 x 5-1/4”. 

3. Stamp the Summer Silhouettes images in Old Olive and Rich Razzleberry on the smallest white 

mat. 

4. Attach the large white mat to the island indigo card base with snail.  Attach the smaller white 

stamped image to the smaller island indigo mat with snail.   

5. Tie a ribbon around the matted image and attach this to the card with dimensional. 

6. Stamp your sentiment in island indigo ink to the right below the smaller mat. 
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Card 2:  Happy Birthday 

    

  

Time to complete:  Approximately 15 minutes 

Stamp Sets:  Perfectly Penned (#122892), Lacy and Lovely (#122887) 

Ink:  Pacific Point (#126951) 

Paper:  Whisper White, Brights Collection of Designer Series Paper (#117155) 

Tools and Accessories:  1-3/4” Circle Punch (119850), Brights Designer Buttons (#119747), Snail 

(#104332), Stamping Dimensionals (#104430), Pacific Point Stitched Ribbon (#126878), Mini Glue Dots 

(#103683) 
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Directions: 

1. Card base:  Whisper White 5-1/2 x 8-1/2”, score at 4-1/4”.  Fold with bone folder. 
2. Cut DSP Pacific Point Stripes from Brights Collection with the Stampin’ Trimmer 2-1/4 x 5-1/2”. 
3. Stamp one of the medium images in Pacific Point ink on Whisper White and punch the image 

out with the 1-3/4” Circle Punch. 
4. Attach the DSP to the card stock with snail.  
5. Cut Pacific Point ribbon 5-1/2” long and attach with snail to the top edge of the DSP. 
6. Stamp the Happy Birthday sentiment on the whisper white in Pacific Point ink on the right above 

the ribbon. 
7. Attach the circle punched image with stampin’ dimensional centered over the ribbon on the left.   
8. Attach the button with a glue dot or two.   
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